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I. CASE OF FIRST IMPRESSION

The Respondents' Answering Brief is a nice exposition of the general

principles of the intersection between federal jurisdiction and tribal

sovereignty. But their brief avoids the reality of this case. The Enrollment

Committee of the casino-rich Pechanga Tribe changed the historical criteria

for membership in the Tribe and took away the citizenship of approximately

100 adults and 100 children without due process. No other case presenting

these tragic and shocking facts has ever been adjudicated by a federal court.

This case is one of first impression. There are no other cases in which

natural born Indian members of a tribe--persons who have been life-long

citizens of a tribe--are disenrolled without being banished. There are only

three previous decisions in which citizens of a tribe are disenrolled. Those

cases have been analyzed in the Opening and Answering Briefs. They are

Poodry v. Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians, 85 F.3d 874 (2d Cir. 1996),

cert. denied, 519 U.S. 1041 (1996), in which the tribal member was

disenrolled and also banished; Quair v. Sisco, 359 F. Supp. 2d 948 (E.D.

Cal. 2004), in which both tribal members were disenrolled and also

banished; and Quair v. Sisco, 2007 WL 1490571 (E.D. Cal. 2007)

(hereinafter refen'ed to as Ouair 11), in which both tribal members were

already under a banishment order when they were once again disenrolled.



The fact that there was no present banishment in the instant case does not

magically end the inquiry of whether there is jurisdiction. Poodr_ and Ouair

relied on cases in which there was only a potential of banishment or only a

threat of a restraint on liberty. Both cases ruled that there was federal

jurisdiction to review whether tribal officials violated the due process and

other guarantees of the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301-1303

0Cm_).

When one puts aside the Respondents' misstating of Santa Clara Pueblo

v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49 (1978), _ the real issues emerges: what do the

words of the ICRA statute actually say? The "sole" requirement for

jurisdiction in section 1303 is that there be a "detention." There is no use of

the words "criminal" or "civil." Indeed, Poo__q9..O_clearly makes this point:

Section 1303 "speaks of 'detention' by order of an Indian tribe as the sole

jurisdictional prerequisite for federal habeas review." Poodr2, 85 F.3d at

886-87.

So let us move on to the essential issue in this appeal. Does disenrollment

and potential banishment of life-long tribal citizens constitute a severe

restraint on liberty?

See Appellants' analysis of Santa Clara Pueblo in its Opening Brief at 13-

17, Section III, Pages 9, 11, 13-15, in this Reply Brief which answers

Respondents' exaggerated portrayal of Santa Clara Pueblo.



II. THE COMBINATION OF CURRENT RESTRICTIONS, POTENTIAL
RESTRICTIONS, AND THE STRIPPING OF CITIZENSHIP

SATISFIES THE JURISDICTIONAL REQUIREMENT OF SEVERE
RESTRAINT ON LIBERTY.

Appellants have suffered restrictions on their previous right to move

freely on the reservation, are under a threat of banishment, and have been

stripped of their citizenship. 2 Respondents agree that Appellants can no

longer go to the Senior Citizen Center, the Health Clinic, and the school

(Answering Brief, referred to as AB, at 28). However, Respondents

illogically describe these restrictions as only a denial of services. They refuse

to recognize that these restraints are also a limitation on where Appellants

are free to go on the reservation.

Respondents correctly state that the several Appellants who live on the

reservation and their families have access to their homes. But they can be

restricted to all other parts of the reservation. And all non-family Appellants

can be excluded totally from the reservation. This is because disenrollment

makes all Appellants non-members of their Tribe. Non-members, by federal

law and by Pechanga law, have no rights to be on the reservation. See e.g.,

New Mexico v. Mescalero Apache Tribe, 462 U.S. 324 (I 983) ("a tribe's

2 These restraints are described in detail in Appellants' Opening Brief at the

following: For current restrictions on movement, see page 23; for threat of

banishment, see pages 21-24; for stripping of citizenship, please see pages
27-30, 32-33.



power to exclude nonmembers entirely...is well established). "The custom,

tradition and practice of the Pechanga Band has always been, and remains,

that the Pechanga Reservation is closed to non-members." (ER. Tab 14,

Docket no. 31).

Contrary to Respondents' assertion that Appellants' "real complaint" is

loss of money (AB, at 26), Appellants stated in our Opening Brief at 26, fn.

8, that loss of financial benefits is not a basis for jurisdiction. The essence of

Appellants'argument is that disenrollment (the stripping of life-long

citizenship), current restrictions, and the potential for banishment constitute

a detention (a severe restraint on liberty).

Respondents do not, and cannot, contest well-settled caselaw that (1)

non-custodial restrictions can be a basis for habeas jurisdiction and (2) that

potential restrictions can be a severe restraint on liberty. See e.g., Jones v.

Cunningham, 371 U.S. 236, 242-43 (1963); Hensley v. Municipal Court, 411

U.S. 345,351-52 (1973).

One of Respondents' arguments is that "exclusion is not a protected

liberty interest," citing Alire v. Jackson, 65 F. Supp. 2d 1124, 1129 (D. Or.

1999), (AB, at 26). But they left out the crucial fact in Alire which was that

the excluded person was not a resident or member of the tribe and therefore

had no previous vested right to be on the reservation.



Respondents also argue that their Ordinances and Regulations provide

due process before an exclusion of more than seven days can be ordered.

First of all, a seven-day exclusion controlled by the unfettered discretion of

any of the Tribal Rangers is a significant restraint. (ER. Tab 22, Docket no.

27, Bates 139, Article 1 l(a), power of Tribal Rangers). Secondly, the seven

days can be made permanent by the Respondents, themselves, without the

consent of the rest of the Tribe. (Id., Article 1 l(c)). Thirdly, the use "by non-

members of roads within the Pechanga Reservation... is subject to

revocation at any time and for any reason" (emphasis supplied) (Access

and Rental Ordinance, ER. Tab 14, Docket no. 31, Bates 91, Article 4,

section b). The sum total of these Tribal regulations mean that Appellants, as

non-members, are subjected to the threat of restrictions, exclusions and

permanent banishment.

In addition to the above ordinances, the "Sovereign Immunity" section

allows the Respondents themselves to withdraw all access to the reservation

by non-members without notice: '_Any privileges which may be granted by

the General or Tribal Councils pursuant to this ordinance may be rescinded

without prior notice by decision of either the General or Tribal Council."

(ER. Tab 21, Docket no. 27, Bates 133).



Respondents argue that no threats have been made. But in fact, Appellant

Michael Jeffredo's declaration shows that he has been harassed by the Tribal

Rangers. (ER. Tab 17, Docket no. 31, Bates 099-100). Henslev, 411 U.S. at

351, holds that the freedom to "come and go as he please[d]" is one of the

factors in determining a detention. Appellant Jeffredo, since being

disenrolled, has lost that freedom of movement. Given the controversy and

hostility caused by the mass disenrollments, the threat of discriminatory

treatment is a realistic threat. And such a threat was recognized as severe by

Chief Justice Warren in Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86 (1958), a case relied on

by the courts in Poodrv and Duair: "(t)he threat makes the punishment

obnoxious.., it subjects the individual to a fate of ever-increasing fear and

distress. He knows not what discriminations may be established against him,

what proscriptions may be directed against him, and when and for what

cause his existence in his native land may be terminated." Tr_T.Lg_,356 U.S. at

101-02.

Respondents claim that Appellants have not exhausted their Tribal

remedies for banishment. But Appellants' argument is based on the threat of

banishment. Therefore, there are no Tribal remedies available. And there is

no bar based on failure to exhaust.



It is shamefully ironic that while Respondents trumpet the sacred

importance of Pechanga laws, they deny the importance of Pechanga

citizenship. They argue that Appellants are still "Indians" and imply

therefore that disenrollment is not a severe restraint. Disenrolled Appellants

are still generically "Indians" just as an American stripped of her citizenship

is still a "person." But, as Appellant Lawrence Madariaga, a Pechangan for

over 90 years, explained in his declaration, the disenrollment has ripped

away his ethnic and cultural identity. (ER. Tab 12, Docket no. 31). Being an

"Indian" without his life-long identity as a Pechangan is like being a man

without a country.

The Supreme Court cases relied on by Poodr2 and Ouair all emphasize

the importance of citizenship. See Klapport v. U.S., 335 U.S. 601,616-17

(1949); Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. at 101; Schneiderman v. U.S., 320 U.S. 118

(1943).

Poodr2 says it best when it analogizes tribal membership to American

citizenship and recognizes the punitive nature of taking away citizenship:

"the Supreme Court has long recognized that a deprivation of Citizenship is

'an extraordinarily severe penalty' with consequences that "may be more

grave than consequences that flow from conviction for crimes." Poodr_, 85

F.3d at 896-97.



It is important to note that neither Poodr_ nor Ouair make legal

distinctions between disenrolhnent and banishment. The cases discuss both

punishments as being severe restraints.

Alire v. Jackson specifically rules that one of the reasons the actions

against petitioner was not a "severe restraint on liberty" was that she "had

not been stripped of her tribal citizenship." Alire, 65 F. Supp. 2d at 1129.

Appellants' argument is that the combination of current restrictions,

potential additional restrictions, potential banishment, and stripping of

citizenship satisfy the jurisdictional requirement of a severe restraint on

liberty.



III. ALL MEMBERSHIP DECISIONS ARE NOT BEYOND THE PALE

OF FEDERAL JUDICIAL REVIEW

Appellants' Opening Brief analyzed the lower court's incorrect ruling

that all membership decisions of a tribe are not reviewable by the federal

judiciary. The Answering Brief adds nothing to the lower court's reasoning.

The cases cited do not, in any way, involve tribal officials who changed their

existing membership criteria to disenroll recognized tribal citizens.

Respondents concede that in Santa Clara Pueblo, 436 U.S. at 49, the

issue was an attempt by a non-tribal member "to persuade the tribe to change

its membership decisions." (AB, at 16). Contrary to Respondents' argument,

in our case Appellants sought not to have the Tribe change its membership

criteria, but rather it sought to have the Enrollment Committee stay true to

the existing membership criteria. This was the same criteria the General

Membership adopted in its initial Constitution in 1978.

Respondents cite In re Sac & Fox Tribe of Mississippi Iowa/Meskwak

Casino Litigation, 340 F.3d 749 (8th Cir. 2003), which is not a membership

case. Their brief seems to argue, by analogy, that federal jurisdiction does

not apply when there is another due process forum. "Pechanga law provides

an appeal remedy that satisfies ICRA's due process requirements." (AB, at

13). But we show in section V that Pechanga law and practice violates due

process.



The other cases cited for their absolutist position that no membership

decision can be reviewed are Red Bird v. U.S., 203 U.S. 76 (1906) and Roff

v. Burney, 168 U.S. 218 (1897). In Red Bird a white man married a

Cherokee woman. The white man (who did not have full rights in the tribe)

sued the tribe. But in our case, the Appellants were Indian citizens with full

and complete membership rights. Further in this case cited by Respondent,

the Court affirmed the right of the federal government to give final approval

of tribal membership. It said: "The roll of citizens of the Cherokee Nation

was to be made up of"persons...entitled to enrollment on that date. All such

persons should be placed upon the roll, to be finally approved by the

Secretary of Interior" (M. at 92).

In Roff v. Burney, the tribe passed legislation allowing a white woman

into their tribe. Later, they passed legislation revoking that membership. The

Court upheld the tribe's power to withdraw its previous legislation. The

Court stated that the only restriction on the Chickasaw Nation's legislative

power was that it "shall not conflict with the Constitution or laws of the

United States..." In the instant case there is a specific law of the United

States which does conflict with tribal power--that is the Indian Civil Rights

Act passed approximately 80 years after the Supreme Court decided Roff.

10



The primary reason Roff is not applicable to our case is that it concerned

a non-Indian's rights within a tribe. ICRA was passed to protect individual

Indians who were tribal members. The courts have always treated the

relationship of non-Indians to tribes differently than Indian members. For

example, just two years after Roff, the Supreme Court in Stephens v.

Cherokee Nation, 174 U.S. 445 (1899) interceded in tribal affairs to protect

the citizenship rights of natural born Cherokee Indians. They said that if

"citizenship is left, without control or supervision, to the absolute

determination of the tribal authorities, with power to decitizenize at will, the

greatest injustice will be perpetrated, and many good and law-abiding

citizens reduced to beggary." Id. at 724-25.

In conclusion, Respondents fail to cite any case in which an Indian tribal

member with full citizenship rights has been disenrolled. This is the essential

reality the Court must face. We agree that when a tribe's existing

membership criteria is challenged by a non-member, then injunctive relief is

forbidden by Santa Clara Pueblo. But when a full member of a tribe is

stripped of his historical citizenship, no case says that a tribe's procedures

are beyond the pale of judicial review pursuant to a specific existing statute

(ICRA).

ll



A tribe cannot camouflage its violations of due process and equal

protection by declaring that every decision regarding membership is immune

to judicial review. Poodr,2 and Ouair both involved tribal officials who

disenrolled citizens because of actions inconsistent with tribal membership,

and then justified themselves by hiding behind an exaggerated definition of

sovereignty. In both instances the courts rejected the same absolutist

argument asserted by Respondents herein, and ruled that there was

jurisdiction pursuant to ICRA. Poodr, 2 specifically stated that the proposition

that the authority of tribes "to determine membership is 'complete and

absolute'--simply goes too far." Poodr'2, 85 F.3d at 888. Such an extreme

position denies the true historical and legal relationship between the U.S. and

American Indian tribes.

12



IV. ICRA IS NOT LIMITED TO CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

Nowhere is it written in stone, or in a Supreme Court decision, that ICRA

only applies to criminal proceedings. Respondents rely on an improper

interpretation of Santa Clara Pueblo, stating that, "The Supreme Court has

held that there is no federal court jurisdiction to review ICRA violations in

the context of tribal civil membership decisions. Santa Clara Pueblo, 436

U.S. at 72." (AB, at 19). That is an incorrect assertion. Santa Clara Pueblo

was not a habeas corpus action under ICRA. It was not a disenrollment or

banishment case. The facts before the Court involved an action for

declaratory or injunctive relief brought by a non-member of the tribe

attempting to obtain citizenship rights enjoyed by tribal members. The

Supreme Court's holding was the following: "we are constrained to find that

section 1302 does not impliedly authorize actions for declaratory or

injunctive relief against either the tribe or its officers." Id., 436 U.S. at 72.

Poodr2 stated that "Santa Clara Pueblo obviously does not speak directly

to the scope of Title I's habeas provision, which was a matter not raised in

that case." (emphasis supplied), Poodrv, 85 F.3d at 887. The 2nd Circuit

decision goes on to show persuasively that Santa Clara Pueblo did not hold

that ICRA is limited only to criminal proceedings. "(E)ven if the dispute at

hand is properly characterized as arising from a "civil" determination by a

13



tribal government, that does not necessarily deprive a district court of subject

matter jurisdiction to review tribal action under the substantive provisions of

the ICRA if section 1303 would othe_,ise confer it." Santa Clara Pueblo, 85

F.3d at 887(and discussion through 888).

Respondents attack Pood_ by saying the court did not take into account

the briefs in Santa Clara Pueblo. The Government brief therein was

irrelevant to Poodr 2 as it stated that there was "no custodial situation," which

Poodr_ found was not a necessary requirement. And the Respondents' brief

in that case incorrectly assumed that banishment was not a detention.

Respondents herein also incorrectly repeat that "banishment" is a "non-

detention" matter. (AB, at 18-top of 19).

Respondents cherry-pick dicta from Santa Clara Pueblo in an attempt to

avoid a full reading of the Congressional history. Santa Clara Pueblo

acknowledges that when Congress made habeas an exclusive means for

review of criminal proceedings involving Indians, it was to protect tribes

from the U.S. Government using its unfettered powers against them. The

bills that were rejected gave the Attorney General the power to bring "any

kind of action as he deems appropriate" and allowed the Secretary of the

Interior, "upon his own motion" to take "such corrective action as he deems

necessary." Santa Clara Pueblo, 436 U.S. at 68. The Supreme Court

14



concludes that this history shows that a private cause of action for injunctive

and declaratory relief was not part of ICRA. Santa Clara Pueblo, 436 U.S. at

69. This discussion once again shows that the Supreme Court was not ruling

on habeas relief for membership issues, but was ruling on the facts before

it--the improper use of an injunctive action against tribal government.

Since Respondents raised the Congressional history, it is useful to our

case to note that two of the primary reasons Congress in 1965 was wary of

broadening judicial review was (1) to protect tribal governments from

"unmanageable financial burdens" and (2) to avoid displacing "tribal

courts."/d. 436 at 67. In our case, the Pechanga Tribe is one of the richest in

the country, with each member getting benefits amounting to over $250,000

per year. Also extremely relevant to the instant case is that the Pechanga

Tribe has no tribal court. Indeed, this absence of a tribal court is at the core

of the Enrollment Committee's ability to blatantly violate Appellants due

process rights. In 2008, this court has no need to worry about financial

burdens on casino-rich tribes and no need to be concerned about stepping on

the toes of a (non-existent) tribal court.

A. DISCUSSION OF POODRY AND QUAIR

The Poodr2 court recognizes that the allegation of treason in that case is

a criminal charge. Therefore, the court stated that it "need not resolve the

15



question of whether habeas review is restricted to cases involving a tribal

criminal conviction." Poodry_, 85 F.3d at 888.

Quair v. Sisco, on the other hand, was a civil proceeding with no criminal

charges. Respondents in the lower court proceedings, and again in their

appellate brief, state incorrectly that Ouair was a criminal proceeding. (AB,

at 22). 3 But the Ouair court specifically ruled that "the record does not

establish facts similar to Poodr_, i.e., a charge of"treason." Ouair, 359 F.

Supp. 2d at 967.

As pointed out in Appellants' Opening Brief at 18-19, the disenrolhnent

and banishment of Quair and Berna was a result of them "hiring an attorney

to sue the Tribe... thereby threatening 'tribal sovereignty and welfare.'"

Ouair II, 2007 WL 149057 at * 1.

Not only was the charge not criminal in Ouair, the proceeding itself, by

no stretch of rhetoric, could be considered a "criminal proceeding." The

Tribe had a regularly scheduled "General Council meeting" (meeting of the

entire membership) at which a vote was taken to disenroll and banish the two

women.

3 The district court blindly accepted and reiterated Respondents' false

statement in their brief that Ouair involved a charge of"treason." (ER. Tab

26, Docket no. 25, Bates 173, 1.8-9).

16



A

v

A

Labeling proceedings "criminal or civil" takes us down a false path. A

path warned against by Chief Justice Warren in Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86

(1958): "How simple would be the tasks of constitutional adjudication and of

law generally if specific problems could be solved by inspection of the labels

pasted on them." (Id.at 94).

Poodry also cautions against a "simple or mechanical" .analysis of what is

"criminal or civil." Pood_, 85 F.3d at 889. The proper method to determine

jurisdiction is to analyze the consequences ofdisenrollment and/or

banishment. _.Ouair ruled that if the results of tribal actions are punitive, there

is jurisdiction. The ruling emphasized that it does not matter if the charges or

the proceedings are criminal or civil: "The court concludes that the

disemollment of a tribal member and the banishment of that tribal member

constitutes a punitive sanction irregardless of the underlying circumstances

Iookin._ to those decisions." (emphasis supplied). Ouair, 359 F. Supp. 2d at

967.

Therefore, the disenrolhnent of Appellants, who were life-long citizens

of their Tribe, is a punitive sanction and causes a severe restraint on liberty

and thus provides grounds for jurisdiction.

17



B. QUAIR lI IS NOT PERSUASIVE

Respondents rely on Ouair II, for their argument that disenrollment

forces a different result than disenrollment and banishment. Ouair II is the

only case discussing this issue, but it is not useful or persuasive because it is

factually different than the present case. The crucial difference is that in

Ouair II the petitioners were already under a banishment order when they

were disenrolled. Unlike the instant case, the threat of banishment was not

germane to the decision and therefore not briefed, argued, nor discussed in

the opinion. As shown earlier, in the instant case there is a threat of

banishment.

In addition to its factual distinctions, Ouair II is also legally faulty in that

it creates a new test which improperly narrows the requirements for

jurisdiction when a person is facing a threat of physical restraint. In a

footnote, the court states that such a threat must be "imminent." Id. at fn. 11.

The cases the court relies on in footnote 11 are Hensley v. Municipal Court,

411 U.S. 345 (1973), and Jones v. Cunningham, 371 U.S. 236 (1963). The

interpretation of these cases, however, is not complete or accurate. The very

pages cited by the judge clearly indicate that the focus of a court's

evaluation of whether or not habeas corpus should be available is a

determination of the severity of the restraint imposed on the petitioner, not

18



simply whether or not there was an imminent threat of physical restraint.

The judge in Ouair II advances "imminence" as being a deciding factor--but

nowhere in Jones is this the test.

The Court in Jones, however, does go into detail about how severity

might be measured through a combination of factors:

"Petitioner is confined by the parole order to a particular

community, house and job at the sufferance of parole officer.
He cannot drive a car without permission. He must periodically

report to his parole officer, permit the officer to visit his home

and job at any time, and follow the officer's advice. He is

admonished to keep good company and good hours, work

regularly, keep away from undesirable places, and live a clean,

honest, and temperate life." Id. at 242.

Some of the restraints cited above are restraints on physical movement.

Others, however, are restraints on what types of activit 3, petitioner can

engage in and with whom they may associate. Jones shows that restraints on

liberty can come from an invasion into the home, having to follow the advice

of the parole officer, limits on who the parolee may contact, how often they

can work, and even how they live their life. 4 If indeed, "imminence" of the

threat of physical restraint was the sole measure of whether or not a

petitioner had the right to habeas corpus, there would be no need for the

court to do the above analysis. The Court in Jones analyzes severity through

4 Stripping of the Appellants' citizenship similarly had an effect on the way

they live their lives.
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impingement into or control over a person's liberty. While this might include

the threat of immediate imprisonment, it is not the end of the inquiry.

Jones emphasizes that these conditions "significantly restrain petitioner's

liberty to do those things which in this country free men are entitled to do."

ld. at 242-43. In the instant case the disenrolled Appellants can no longer do

what free (enrolled) tribal members can do, and what Appellants could do

before they had their citizenship revoked. They cannot go to tribal meetings,

cannot vote, cannot use the on-site clinic, cannot go to and partake in the

Senior Center, and their children/grandchildren cannot go to the tribal

school. They, as non-members, can be denied entry to the Reservation by the

Tribal Rangers. They can be excluded from the Reservation by the Tribal

Rangers without any further proceedings. And they can be banished by the

very Tribal Council that they have sued.

The Ouair II court also cited Hensley, 411 U.S. at 351 (1973) to support

its requirement of"imminence." But the Court in that case applied the

principles in Jones, stating that petitioner who was released on his own

recognizance pending the execution of his sentence, met the requirements

necessary to satisfy the custody provision because the restraints he was

subject to were "not shared by the public generally," because he was under

the obligation to appear at all times and places when ordered by a court or
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magistrate, and he could not come and go as he pleased because his freedom

of movement was at the mercy of state judicial officers who could demand

he appear at any time. The Court reasoned that,

"The custody requirement of the habeas corpus statute is designed to

preserve the writ of habeas corpus as a remedy for severe restraints on
individual liberty. Since habeas corpus is an extraordinary remedy

whose operation is to a large extent uninhibited by traditional rules of

finality and federalism, its use has been limited to cases of special

urgency, leaving more conventional remedies for cases in which the

restraints on liberty are neither severe nor immediate." Hensley, 411

U.S. at 351 (emphasis supplied).

The Court in Hensle2_, as in Jones, took a series of factors into

consideration when deciding whether habeas could be triggered. The

underlined sentences above show that habeas will be triggered when the

restraint is severe or the threat of physical restraint is immediate. The logical

reading of the Court's language is that if either prong is met (imminence or

severity), habeas is allowed. _Q.uair II asserts imminence as the test, and

incorrectly leaves out the alternative which is "severity."

Jones and Hensle2: are the two seminal cases by the U.S. Supreme Court

laying out the requirements for habeas jurisdiction when a person is out of

formal custody. Both cases demanded a review of the type of restraints

imposed. Unlike Quair II the Supreme Court refused to narrow how these

restraints are measured to a single test. Rather the Court looked at various

factors that contribute to a severe restraint. Therefore legally, as well as
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factually, Quair II is not authority for the denial of jurisdiction in this

disenrollment case.
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V. ENROLLMENT COMMITTEE VIOLATED DUE PROCESS

Another way to look at this appeal is to analogize it to the caselaw on

federal review of tribal courts. This analogy is apt because the Pechanga

Tribe has no tribal court, and the Enrollment Committee and Tribal Council

acted, in effect, as a tribal court when they disenrolled Appellants.

The Enrollment Committee held formal hearings with contending claims,

took evidence, and made a written decision disenrolling Appellants. The

Tribal Council affirmed that decision. (AB, at 2, 3, 5).

Caselaw allows jurisdiction to review the actions of a tribal court. See

e.g., National Farmers Union Insurance Co. v. Crow Tribe, 471 U.S. 845

(1985); U.S.v. Yakima Tribal Court, 806 F.2d 853 (9th Cir. 1986) (the court

took jurisdiction to hear whether the tribal court exceeded its jurisdiction in a

land dispute). White v. Pueblo of San Juan, 728 F.2d 1307 (10th Cir. 1984)

(the court held that district courts have jurisdiction to review final judicial

decisions of a tribal court, but only after all available tribal remedies have

been sought). U.S. Bancorp v. Ike, 171 F. Supp. 2d 1122 (D. Nev. 2001) (the

court held that it had jurisdiction to review evidence and to resolve factual

disputes regarding jurisdictional allegations in a 12(b)(l) motion when the

Tribal Court (Court of Claims) issued a restraining order against tribal

members).
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Respondents allege that Appellants were given "full due process." (AB,

at 1). They repeat such assertion twice in the Statement of the Case (AB, at

2, 3). However, if there was a tribal court, and it had acted as the Enrollment

Committee and Tribal Council, the violations of due process would be so

glaring and outside the actual authority of the tribal court that a federal court

would step in.

The Enrollment Committee did not allow Appellants an attorney at the

disenrollment hearing. Appellants were denied the right to confront

witnesses; in some instances they were told that they would not even be

informed of the names of the persons who had submitted adverse

information against them. Appellants were not given all the adverse

documents upon which the Enrollment Committee relied. Appellants were

not given time to review or research the adverse documents. Appellants were

not allowed to present witnesses. Twenty-five documents submitted by

Appellant Jeffredo in support of Appellants' historical membership in the

Pechanga Tribe were not listed as received in the Enrollment Committee's

"Record of Decision. ''5

The Enrollment Committee exceeded its jurisdiction and violated equal

protection by creating and applying new criteria for membership to

5 See Exhibits attached to Summary Judgment motion. (ER. Tab 27, Docket

no. 18, Bates 312-16.)
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Appellants, and violated due process by not giving Appellants notice of the

new criteria prior to the hearing. 6

The appeal to the Tribal Council was limited in that the Council had no

power to review the merits, and Appellants were not allowed an attorney. 7

Due process, if it had been allowed, would have resulted in no

disenrollments. If Appellants had the protections of ICRA, a fair enrolhnent

committee would have come to the sameconclusion as the noted

anthropologist Professor Johnson came to--"[t]here is no one today that has

more of a right to be a Pechanga Indian than that family [Appellants]. ''8

Appellants suggest that the analogy to a tribal court sheds light on the

shameful and illegal actions of the Enrollment Committee and Tribal

Council and thereby underlines the importance of the federal court taking

jurisdiction under the Indian Civil Rights Act.

6 ER. Tab 9, Docket no. 31, Bates 63-65; Tab 8, Bates 58-61.

7 Disenrollment Procedure, section 9. (ER. Tab 27, Docket no. 18, Bates

345.)
s Professor Johnson was hired by the Tribe officials and then fired after he

concluded that Appellants were indeed Pechanga Indians. The quote can be

found at KNBC 2007 news report, http://video.knbc.com/player/?id-64156.
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VI. APPELLANTS WITHDRAW THEIR ARGUMENT THAT FEDERAL

COMMON LAW PROVIDES A BASIS FOR JURISDICTION

Appellants argued in section E of their Opening Brief that federal Indian

common law provided an independent basis for jurisdiction. However,

Respondents were correct in stating that such issue was not litigated in the

district court. Therefore, Appellants withdraw that argument, and the sole

basis for jurisdiction to be decided in this appeal will be the Indian Civil

Rights Act.
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CONCLUSION

Casino profits and bad legal advice to tribes that they have an absolute,

untouchable right to disenroll members has infected Native American

culture. Historically, tribes looked after their members; tribal citizenship

was considered a sacred right crucial to the survival of the tribe and its

peoples. Now many tribal councils, particularly those without tribal courts,

have turned on their own members grasping after more political power and

gambling profits.

After the decisions in Ouair and Pood_, tribal officials began to try to

avoid the due process and equal protection guarantees of the Indian Civil

Rights Act by disenrolling, but not banishing their citizens. The appeal in

the instant case strikes at the heart of that ploy. The reality is that

disenrollment sets up the conditions for banishment. It creates a daily threat

of banishment, over which the disenrolled member has no control.

Appellants have shown that due to their disenrollment without due

process and equal protection, they have suffered restrictions on where they

can go on the reservation, face future physical restraints, and face a threat of

exclusion/banishment without notice by the very people they have sued (the

tribal council) who can carry out such action without the consent of the
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tribe. And they have been stripped of their life-long citizenship as

Pechangans.

Section 1303 of ICRA has one requirement for jurisdiction--a

"detention." Neither the statute nor relevant caselaw restrict federal review

only to criminal proceedings. Neither the statute nor applicable caselaw put

all membership issues beyond the pale of judicial review. The U.S. Supreme

Court is clear that a non-custodial detention can be the basis for habeas

corpus jurisdiction. The standard of those cases is that the detention be a

severe restraint on liberty. The combination of present restrictions, the threat

of future restraints, the threat of banishment and the tearing away of

satisfies the requirement for fec _ra_risdiction.Pechanga citizenship
/
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